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Historical data has been provided by Kay O’Connell, SSND, [Wilton], Therese Mary Rebstock, SSND, [St. Louis], Helenann Nelson, SSND, [District of Latin America], Mary Jo Welter, SSND [District of Africa], Delia Calis, SSND, [Canada], Maria Regina Paulino, SSND [Guam] and Marjorie Myers, SSND, [Mankato], Maureen Wada, SSND and Antoinette Kondo, SSND [Japan], Hilaria Hatko, SSND [Poland], Irene Feltz, SSND, [Mankato] Charlaine Fill, SSND, [Chicago], Marie Kevin Mueller, SSND, [Baltimore] Ann Jerome Bisek, SSND and Juliette Daigle, SSND, [Rome] Mary Ann Kuttner, SSND, [Mankato] Carolyn Andrewes, SSND [Wilton]. Special thanks to Dr. Geraldine M. Rohling, Ph.D [Washington, D.C.]


Archivists throughout the congregation have been most supportive of *Sturdy Roots*, including Brenda Lynch, SSND [Atlantic-Midwest], Joan Helm, SSND [Canada], Marie Richard Eckerle, SSND [Dallas], Mary Kay Ash, SSND [Mankato], Suzanne Rene Sobczynski, SSND [Milwaukee], Carol Marie Wildt, SSND [St. Louis], Anne Miriam Kimura, SSND [Japan], Patricia Frost, SSND [District of Africa], Lydia Marie Borja, SSND [Guam cluster].
Additional resources have come from the SSND Communications directors and coordinators: S. Eileen Weisman, SSND, [Rome], Julie Gilberto-Brady, [North America Coordinating Center], Rachel Scherer [Atlantic-Midwest], Patricia Stortz [Canada], Linda Picard Lynch [Dallas] Ruth Jackson [Mankato], Mary Conarchy, Victoria Wiethaler, SSND, [Milwaukee], Linda Behrens [St. Louis], Patricia Frost, SSND [District of Africa], S. Janet Tanaka, SSND [Region of Japan].

Technical advisers have included: John LaLande Baricevic, SSND, Ellen Burrus, SSND, Carol Kleba, SSND, Diane Marie Buckman, SSND, Mark Cooper, [St. Louis] Yvonne Conley, SSND, Robert Marie Moser, SSND [Atlantic-Midwest] and Elaine Marschik, [Instructional Media Center of St. Louis University]: all have been most helpful.

I would like to give special thanks to Mark Braeger of BraeRex.com who provided professional expertise, layout suggestions, and editorial help throughout the seven year process of producing Sturdy Roots.

Mary Luke Baldwin, SSND, [Milwaukee] and Mary Ann Kuttner, SSND [Mankato] have offered their extensive knowledge and love of the School Sisters of Notre Dame in creating Sturdy Roots. The translations of the letters of Mother Theresa used in “Being Church” are the work of S. Mary Ann Kuttner, completed in 2009.

Gratitude is expressed to those who helped in researching topics and providing resources:

Cathy Arata, SSND, Jan Berberich, SSND, Dionysia Brockland, SSND, Barbara Brumleve, SSND, Genevieve Cassani, SSND, Carol Jean Dust, SSND, Sarah Hilke, SSND, Shelley Hogan, SSND, Rita Knittel, SSND, Frances Padberg, SSND, Ann Scholz, SSND, Rita Marie Schonhoff, Rosel Feder, SSND, Claranne Vogel, SSND, Kathleen Marie Wieck, SSND, Sandra Spencer, Jean Traxler Smith, Jody Landry, SSND Associate and Cordula Wekenborg, SSND.

Those who helped in the assembly and stitching of Sturdy Roots tablecloths and napkins as described in “Needlework Today:”

Mary Avila Markiewicz, SSND, SSND, for her coordination of tablecloth-napkin-creation and: Andre Aubuchon, SSND, Germanus Bauer, SSND, Anne Boessen, SSND, Flavia Buersmeyer, SSND, Carmen Marie Chandler, SSND, Rita Maureen Deimeke, SSND Frances Dotta, SSND, Frances Ann Eveler, SSND, Regina Fox, SSND, Rebecca Gabe, SSND, (Japan) Mary Ann Giese, SSND, Mildred Glosemeyer, SSND, Leetia Hamback, SSND, (Paraguay), Teresa Haug, SSND, (Dallas) Henriette Hoene, SSND, Regina Kabayama, SSND, (Japan) LaVerne Kleinheider, SSND, Mary Michael Koebele, SSND, Carol Markus, SSND, Josephine Niemann, SSND, Judy Ann Obermark, SSND, Clementa Ostmann, SSND, Maxine Pohlman, SSND, Marie Vianney Pottebaum, SSND, Beverly Reck, SSND, Ruth Speh, SSND, Marie Virginia Strubhart, SSND, Cora Weismantel, SSND.
The Longaberger Basket Company, 1500 East Main Street, Newark, OH 43055-8847, for their gift of 16 classic picnic baskets for Sturdy Roots tablecloth, napkins, etc. available through 16 Units of the Congregation.

Dana Meyer provided an introduction to the Longaberger Basket Company. George Meyer offered to record the conversion of St. Augustine from The Confessions.


Zoe Perkins, Textile Curator of the St. Louis Art Museum offered helpful resources.

In summary, Sturdy Roots has become a “virtual community” of more than 200 School Sisters of Notre Dame, Associates, and professional staff. Their cooperation, sharing of archival material including photos and video/audio clips have shown how “we hold all in common” (You Are Sent) as an international congregation. The Provincial Council of St. Louis, MO has been most generous in funding Sturdy Roots and offering it as a gift to the entire congregation. May all be blessed for their efforts, realizing that “All the works of God proceed slowly and in pain; but then their roots are sturdier and their flowering the lovelier.” Blessed Theresa of Jesus Gerhardinger, #2277
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